. If X is paracompact, if B is a Banach space, and if 4>: X->2B is l.s.c., then there is a continuous f: X->F such that fix)EYB<pix) for every xEX.
As was pointed out in [l, p. 364], Theorem 1.1 remains true if B is any complete, metrizable locally convex space, but it is generally false if B is not metrizable.
We can, however, prove the following generalization of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2. Let X be paracompact, and M a metrizable subset of a complete2 locally convex space E. Let <b: X->2M be l.s.c. and such that, for some metric on M, every r/>(x) is complete. Then there exists a continuous f: X->P such that fix) ETE<t>ix) for every xEX. The following lemmas are not the sharpest results possible, but they suffice for our purposes.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that KEM is compact, and that yELBK. Then Define/: X-^P by f = goh. If xGX, then gix)EYEypix), so aigix)) EtPix)E4>ix) by Lemma 2.1 (a), and hence fix) = higix)) E TBaigix)) C rB0(x).
That completes the proof.
